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1.1		

The equation to Creativity

If I were to point out the keywords summing up the sense of ITS, no doubt they would be passion, creativity, territory and future.
If you were to allow me the extravagance I would also add “wind” and tell you that the wind comprises all of the above. Wind
is unpredictable. It is movement, strength, impulse, power and flair but it is also lightness and intangibility, irrepressibility and
intemperance. How many other definitions are there? I’ll leave it to your imagination. In the same way, we do nothing but travel
the world searching for those who have imagination and talent, for those who want to challenge themselves navigating new seas,
for those who want to experiment with their creativity in the real world. Fashion as a manifestation of flair.
But we are also here to serve as a meeting spot for young talents and companies looking for new ideas from them. Our job is to
ease these connections. We are like a hallway that puts into contact the fashion courses of the most active schools in the world
with the studios of those companies which have understood the value of innovation, of passion as an antidote to routine and of
creativity as a seed of the future. You’ve surely noticed I am using the words I started out with. Moreover, we are in Trieste - not
a common territory - so I would like to talk about the rich terroir of Trieste, about its international soul, a multicultural crossroads
open on the sea and swept by the “Bora”, a wind that messes up your hair and reshuffles your ideas. That keeps you awake and
starts you up. Trieste is the home of ITS and following a sea town tradition we would simply like to wish “Fair Wind!” to all of
the talents who have competed against each other in this quest called ITS. We wish it to them and to their lives, which carry our
hopes for the future.
Barbara Franchin - Director and Project Supervisor ITS
Physics of Creativity Research Institute
Founder Researcher, Spokesman

1.1.1

Fundamental theorem of support

The only key to the future is free, uncontaminated, unlimited creative people.
Renzo Rosso - President, OTB
Physics of Creativity Research Institute
Dreams Mechanics Researcher and Theoretical Inspiration Lecturer
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1.2.1		

INTRODUCTION

Extending local variables

If Italy were not much better than what it appears to be at a glance, the collapse, much feared and awaited for some time
now, would have occurred already. Yet, there appear to be an underlying resilience, alongside inventiveness and creativity, a tireless enterprising spirit that so far have helped face an extremely uncertain economic and geo-political context. A
season of extraordinary uncertainty. Well, our region is second to none regarding such resilience process. And it is precisely
on such aspect I am asking you to focus while you read these words of mine, a foreword to a catalogue that is by no means
ordinary or predictable. A catalogue that revolves around - precisely - the idea of creativity and initiative, the ability to
single out young talents, the determination to bring together the talents and the industry. We are talking about fashion, but
we are not dealing with it through a narrow-mindedly commercial and/or foolishly fashionable mindset. We are addressing
fashion as a cultural phenomenon, tout court. We talk about it because it takes place in Trieste, an international city that
is capable of projecting itself into the future, and not only into a nostalgic past. We are talking about International Talent
Support, whose abbreviation, ITS, is a declaration of internationality and - since TS stands for Trieste - also of love for the
city in which the event is deeply rooted. This eagerness to overcome the crisis, this healthy relationship of young talents
with the industry, this international attitude and the will on the part of entrepreneurs to build the future through concrete
investments, are just what Friuli Venezia Giulia - as well as Italy - needs, like the very air it breathes.
Debora Serracchiani - President of the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region
Physics of Creativity Research Institute
Doctor Honoris Cause and Sustainable Creativity Lecturer

(1.2.1)
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1.2.2		Local variables
A night of magic, that wraps up Trieste in a mix of international talent, entrepreneurship, scope and visibility. A magic night, the
outcome of a year of hard work researching the most amazing expressions that young creativity around the world can offer. It is
the result of a great struggle to organise an event that every year must - and does - confirm its success. This is ITS, that in 2013
reaches its twelfth edition always thanks to Barbara Franchin’s strength and to her team, capable of overcoming many obstacles,
of confirming their extremely high levels of quality, bringing always a touch of innovation, something that makes each edition
different from the past.
It is in this firm belief that the Town Hall supports ITS, aware of the importance it has for the visibility and image of Trieste on
the international scene. And now let’s live another night of magic!
Roberto Cosolini - Mayor of Trieste
Physics of Creativity Research Institute
Associate Supporter and Public Lecturer

(1.2.2)
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Fig 8.
Nicola Formichetti
Diesel Artistic Director

PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Applied Stylistics Teacher,
Honorable Inspirationology
Chairman

“As the new Artistic Director of Diesel, I feel like I am
a mad fashion scientist. In my laboratory of denim, I rip
things up, burn things down, add in ideas from all over the
world and sew them back together in raw, shocking, and
unexpected forms.
I can’t wait to meet all the finalists of ITS. I always want to
help and inspire emerging creative people to get their work in
the public eye, no matter how young or old they are, whether
they already have some success in a smaller part of world

or whether they are totally unknown. It’s fantastic to be the
platform that allows them to rocket their ideas into the world.
I love collaborating with new talents, infusing and colliding
different worlds together, causing revolutionary or explosive
results. Together we can inject positive new energy and remix,
refresh, reboot to remake this brave new world of rebellion
and design which is what Diesel has always been about.
Thanks ITS for giving creative new talents a voice!”

2.2

ITS Fashion
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2.2		

ITS Fashion

ITS FASHION is an international competition for fashion
design students and young designers.
In twelve years over 430 young fashion talents have received
support and visibility. This year 10 finalists - each with their
own personal vision and story to tell - were selected from over
700 fashion entries. It is a bridge stretching between schools
and the fashion industry leading directly to internships and
work opportunities at Diesel, Viktor&Rolf, Maison Martin
Margiela, Saint Laurent, Christian Dior, Vivienne Westwood, Raf
Simons, Marni, Lanvin and many more. A strong contribution to
the ITS support philosophy is given by the prizes offered by
our partners and supporters.
Fashion Collection of the Year gives the winner the opportunity to present a new collection at ITS 2014 with a dedicated
fashion show, together with the privilege of being part of
the jury. All expenses, production and organisation of the
show will be covered by EVE who will also give the winner
€15,000 towards the development of the new collection.
Diesel has been with ITS from the very beginning. Twelve
long and intense years backing and supporting ITS, making
it big and well-known. The Diesel Award aims to ensure that
fashion students’ dreams become a reality by offering them the
most tangible way to support their breakthrough into the international fashion scene, with a cash prize of €25,000 that the
winner can use to promote their work in the best possible way.
On top of that, the winner will be offered an internship within
the Diesel Creative Team at the HQ in Italy and discover
all the secrets of working in an innovative and international
fashion company. To compete for the Diesel Award, fashion

finalists were asked to develop an outfit based on the concept
“Denim Revolution”, inspired by Diesel Artistic Director
Nicola Formichetti. All outfits will be showcased on the ITS
2013 catwalk.
The Fashion Special Prize is a cash prize amounting to €5,000
offered by EVE for the designer who will catch the eye of the
Jury on the grounds of pure creativity. Eyes on Talents, the
online platform used by global design-led brands and publications to discover and connect with today’s best talent, is
pleased to present the Eyes On Talents Award. All ITS 2013 finalists will be awarded a profile on the platform and either one
fashion or one accessories finalist will be selected for the Eyes
on Talents Award. The winner will receive €3,000 and featured
profile communication to all Eyes on Talents member brands.
yoox.com, the world’s leading virtual store for multi-brand
fashion, design and art, is the Exclusive Online Retail Partner
of ITS 2013 and will assign to one fashion finalist the yoox.
com Award. yoox.com will grant the winner special visibility,
helping the designer to develop their brand and gain international exposure through their e-commerce global windows
available in more than 100 countries. Vogue Talents, the section dedicated to talents of the website Vogue.it and included
once a year as a supplement of Vogue Italia in September, is
the media partner of ITS 2013 and will offer the Vogue Talents
Award. The Award consists of the publication within 2013 on
Vogue Talents of a photo shoot of the entire collection, with an
interview to the winner.

Fig 9. Physics of Creativity Research Institute advanced lab (1982)
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Dr. Momoko Okusa
23rd July 1982, Japanese
Coconogacco, Japan
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Associate Creative Researcher

2.2.1

Welcome to my ring - mascara contra mascara 2

Last year Momoko had enrolled a collection based on her favourite lucha libre (the Mexican wrestling
discipline) fighter, because her motto is “life is a fight”. This year she reconsidered it, thinking of what
kind of fighter she would send down the catwalk if she were to have her first show as a fashion designer.
The thought immediately brought to her mind images of these fighters. This time unmasked and ready to
stand up even if they lose several times. These are lucha libre fighters who perform best on the catwalk.

(2.2.1)
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Dr. Xiao Li
7th August 1987, Chinese
Royal College of Art, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Nuclear Styling Assistant

2.2.2

Untitled

One day, maybe humans will leave the Earth and go to another planet. We will wear new materials
and Xiao imagines people wearing silicone garments walking on the streets. To develop her silicone
pieces she makes moulds of her knitted fabrics: by developing a soft silicone material and dipping her
real knitted fabrics in it, she obtains the moulds. In her design process she literally fuses the silicone
moulded knits to the actual real knits, as if introducing the future of wearable materials by combining
them with today’s fabrics.

(2.2.2)
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Dr. Nelly Hoffmann
19th December 1988, French
Ecole de la Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne, France
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Experimental Dreams Theory Specialist

2.2.3

Sanctus flamm

The analytic development of a story is at the core of Nelly’s research and work methodology. For this
collection she imagined a band of gangsters breaking into a church and plundering its symbols, fabrics and
ornaments, in order to make their own protective armours - which reveal the urban origins of who wears
them - to wrap themselves of a sacred and all-powerful aura in order to survive and reign over the urban
landscape. Researching the outfits of hip-hop icons such as Run DMC and Booba, these are kings of the
streets on their own personal crusade.

(2.2.3)
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Dr. Felix Chabluk Smith
21st September 1988, British
Royal College of Art, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Inspirational Assistant

2.2.4

Disjecta membra - scattered fragments of a single whole

Since the beginning of fashion in the mid-14th century, male dress codes have continually been concerned
with wealth, power, protection and the enhancement of masculinity. The clothes change but the man stays
the same. Felix’s collection is made from fragments of the same masculine ideal spanning seven centuries:
1890s frock-coats hide under 16th century cloaks over 1920s tuxedos. Doublets from 1630 are spliced with
waistcoats from 1840s, 1950s drape coats are worn over 1760s vests and medieval underarmour conceals
late-Victorian smoking jackets.

(2.2.4)
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Dr. Polina Yakobson
13th January 1986, Irish
National College of Art and Design, Ireland
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Rational Inspirology Lecturer

2.2.5

Ommatidium

The concept of the collection blends visual illusion, movement and zooming into the structure of
microforms. Polina aims at finding the grotesque by going into the details of common objects, showing
how light can give the illusion of movement when projected through lenticular lenses and by using
deconstruction and visual effects of three-dimensional perspectives. The techniques used in the outfits
visually mimic pure nature, with its organic shapes (leather) and high-tech innovations (lenticular lenses).

(2.2.5)
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Dr. Keren Yaar
15th April 1987, Israeli
Shenkar College of Engineering and Design, Israel
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Theoretical Stylology Consultant

2.2.6

No mind

The collection deals with Samurai armours in feudal Japan. They are a symbol of power, cruelty and
restraint, while revealing a colourful world full of complexity and fantasy. The Bushido or the “way of the
warrior” is a special lifestyle which is symbolized by masculinity and pugnacity. The Samurai is always
careful at dominating his passions and avoids emotional expressions. How can the shield be cracked?
Which kind of defensive layers do modern humans wear? What lies between the shield and the wearer?

(2.2.6)
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Dr. Han Chul Lee
19th August 1977, South Korean
Royal College of Art, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Cognitive Supporting Theory Specialist

2.2.7

Savage grace

The character of Hannibal in the movies “The Silence of the Lambs”, “Red Dragon” and “Hannibal”
inspired Han Chul, particularly the moments when he shows his brutality in an elegant and impeccable
suit. Inspiration also derives from the Japanese Yakuza gangsters. They usually wear suits but underneath
they are covered in tattoos. When making important decisions, they uncover one arm revealing the tattoos
as if to manifest their violence. The aim with this collection was to capture this distorted beauty mixed
with savageness and elegance.

(2.2.7)
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Dr. Paula Cheng
2nd September 1985, American
Parsons The New School for Design, USA
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Associate Stylologist

2.2.8

The beast within

Paula was inspired by her personal fascination with man, mythical beasts and their relationships as
reflected in Greek Mythology and in Art History. Using shades of grey that appear to be reminding
the colours of classic Greek sculpture and yarns including wool, silk mohair, viscose, lurex and nylon,
the collection is a fantastic bestiary that explores the symbolism of primitivism, sacrifice, innocence,
admiration, strength, cruelty and love between two supreme beings.

(2.2.8)

Photo by Yi Chen Zhou
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Dr. Takahiro Ueno
25th November 1985, Japanese
Universitat fur Angewandte Kunst Mode am Institut Fur Design, Austria
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Algebraic and Tensorial

2.2.9

It’s better to burn out than to fade away

When Takahiro began working on this collection his opinion was that many people, especially in Japan,
were just looking for cool, sexy and cute outfits forgetting about real beauty, one of the most important
aesthetic concepts for him. For this reason he tried to develop garments according to his personal sense
of beauty, giving the viewers of his work the opportunity to re-think about how important this simple
yet fundamental concept is. Takahiro’s garments burst out from a combination of 15th century menswear,
second-hand grunge t-shirts and Japanese book binding.

(2.2.9)
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Dr. Tomohiro Sato
23rd May 1987, Japanese
Coconogacco, Japan
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Bioinspirational Researcher

2.2.10

Weak man’s dream

There is an amusement park that allows the soul to play in exchange for suffering. Many are the things
one can experience in the amusement park and all of them bring back memories to reality. Memories turn
into clothes that can be worn. If memories fade, clothes become more simple. But Tomohiro’s memories
embed in his unconscious and create his style. His clothes will help him not forget his memories.

(2.2.10)
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Dr. Ichiro Suzuki
6th March 1980, Japanese
Fashion Designer, Japan/UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Atomic Inspiration Docent
Winner of Fashion Collection of the Year ITS 2012

2.2.11

Devil’s cloth - the invisible become visible

This collection is inspired by the book “The Devil’s Cloth”, written by Michel Pastoureau. Looking back
on the history and the connection between patterned, spotted, especially striped clothes and the idea
of diversity in the Middle Ages, people in striped clothes were normally described as traitors, impure,
aggressive, immoral or deceitful. There is a huge gap between our contemporary sensibility - which turns
“variety” into a positive value - and the sensibility of people of the Middle Ages, who invested above all in
that notion of pejorative values.

(2.2.11)
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“YKK and I are sincerely honoured to be here again for ITS
2013. Having built a fantastic relationship with ITS in the last
several years, we are absolutely happy to keep supporting new
talents from all over the world and we are always proud of
being part of this event. This year’s theme, “Physics of Creativity” sounds already very exciting and inspiring for me as
I believe it is also suitable for YKK, which has challenged on
fastening systems in the past decades and has kept generating
new products during its long history.
YKK Italia Sales Manager Mr. Marco Grandi will again join
the event as a juror. Many more from the YKK staff are positively involved and support the event behind the scenes. ITS is
constantly growing and we are becoming more importantly and
seriously involved.
For the YKK award we have introduced to the ITS 2013 accessories finalists a variety of YKK products and we are of course
excited to see how they have used or manipulated them in their
work. At the same time we expect them to challenge conventional ideas on fastening use by proposing new ones.
I believe it is a great opportunity for young talents to show
the world what they are capable of doing and what they can
suggest regarding YKK products. As usual I appreciate work
which has originality, creativity and imagination, and after a
careful consideration of these elements, the best will receive
the YKK Award.”

Fig 11.
Kei Kagami

Fashion Designer and YKK Consultant
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Quantistic Inspiration Teacher, Applied Fastening
Mechanics Researcher, Master Tutor

3.2

ITS Accessories
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3.2		

ITS Accessories

Thanks to the strong commitment of YKK, we created ITS
ACCESSORIES eight years ago. It is a natural extension of
ITS to give a more complete overview on the most creative
young talents in fashion with a dedicated contest for all accessories design graduates and young accessories designers.
The competition allows YKK to explore the out-of-the-ordinary creations that can be produced with their fastenings.
YKK participated actively by inspiring a creative, original
and technically advanced use of YKK products, turning
them into the key element of the applicants’ accessories.
This year 10 finalists were selected from applicants from 81
countries who applied their creativity in virtually all areas of
accessory design.
Each accessories designer enrolled in the competition was
asked to submit proposals for a design which makes use of
a fastening product supplied by any member of the YKK
Group of Companies. YKK encouraged the use of their
Excella®, Excella® Curve and FlexFix®, from Snaps &
Buttons range, products. During the selection YKK evaluated
the designer’s ability to enhance an accessory or artwork in
an original and technically-advanced way by using a YKK
fastening system, as well as the ability to use a YKK fastening system as the main factor to enhance the overall quality
and look of an accessory.

The winner of Accessories Collection of the Year will be
awarded €5,000 towards the creation of a new accessories collection of at least 5 pieces which will be presented to the press
and public at the next edition in 2014. Moreover the winner
of the Accessories Collection of the Year will be offered the
chance by ModAmont to run an exhibition of his/her creations
at the next show in September 2013 and will be featured in the
show’s catalogue and website. The finalist with the best YKK
project will be awarded €10,000 and YKK may make use of
the winning item in promotional advertising.
Eyes on Talents, the online platform used by global design-led
brands and publications to discover and connect with today’s
best talent, is pleased to present the Eyes On Talents Award.
All ITS2013 finalists will be awarded a profile on the platform
and either one fashion or one accessories finalist will be selected for the Eyes on Talents Award. The winner will receive
€3,000 and featured profile communication to all Eyes on
Talents member brands.
Vogue Talents, the section dedicated to talents of the website
Vogue.it and included once a year as a supplement of Vogue
Italia in September, is the media partner of ITS 2013 and will
offer the Vogue Talents Award. The Award consists of the publication within 2013 on Vogue Talents of a photo shoot of the
entire collection, with an interview to the winner.

Fig 12. Microscopic view of creative virus infection
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Dr. Aku-Petteri Bäckström
3rd May 1984, Finnish
Royal College of Art, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Neural Inspirationalist and Specialist

3.2.1

Home-made vs hand-made

Rustic, worn, clunky. Defying the traditional ways of shoemaking, Aku Bäckström randomly engineers his
sculpted forms around the foot, using molded leather on either recycled “aged” plywood, birch or stacked
leather. Misplaced and misfit, visible and hidden. Balancing the issue of volume versus weight, attributes
range from tribal connotations to the circus of the world, in turn bridging the gap between a clown shoe
and a construction boot. The collection is intended to be viewed as a group of individual pieces. It is
supposed to look like gypsies gathered around a camp fire.

(3.2.1)
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Dr. Liz Ciokajlo
1st August 1967, American
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Lab Researcher in Biocreativity

3.2.2

Natural selection

The project began with the examination of how 3D printing could alter footwear architecture and identify
new design constructions. There seems to be a lack of natural materials used in this field. Liz researched
in the product and furniture industries and in new wovens to explore sustainable alternatives.
By concentrating fibres and adding binders, for instance, the properties and characteristics can be changed,
producing both soft and hard materials over one continuous surface. Her footwear raises new challenges to
which materials are acceptable, in a trend-lead fashion context.

(3.2.2)

Photo by Stephanie Potter Corwin
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Dr. Annelie Gross
20th October 1986, German
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Theoretical and Empirical Creativitist

3.2.3

Defects

Annelie grew up in a family of orthopedic technicians. When she was 6 she started gymnastics and in
contradiction to an orthopedic attitude towards health, she would place her body into uncomfortable
positions. Whereas the unnatural poses in gymnastics appear attractive, the unnatural body positions
caused by illness or deformity carry a feeling of discomfort. The intersection between a sensual movement
and something similar which actually transports an opposite feeling made her choose the body positions
around which the collection is built.

(3.2.3)
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Dr. Leonard Kahlcke
30th May 1975, German
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Solid-state Creativity Researcher

3.2.4

L.A. flaunting

The design approach developed by Leonard included two major questions. First, if it was possible to make
a contribution to the traditional canon of men’s shoe design. Secondly, if his products were able to draw
a new aesthetic code relevant to contemporary fashion, by pairing high-end traditional shoe making
with a fashion conscious design, including the ambitious aim of a high standard of wearability and fit.
The collection works with and against the categorized elements of traditional shoe design, manipulating
the generic expectations of its audience through subtle but decisive alterations.

(3.2.4)
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Dr. Doyun Kim
5th July 1980, South Korean
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Quantum Concepts Docent

3.2.5

Shoe for men

Doyun’s main aim with this collection is to suggest how we can make more attractive and sustainable
shoes reducing the use of chemicals to a minimum. Eco-friendly footwear in the current market looks
too monotonous and unattractive. This is the reason why consumers are not drawn to these kind of shoes,
while footwear companies use large doses of pollutants such as glue for instance. In order to remedy this
situation, Doyun wants to make a new type of eco-friendly shoes by combining natural materials and new
manufacturing in the footwear production methods.

(3.2.5)
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Dr. Youngwon Kim
6th June 1984, South Korean
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Reseacher in Fuzzy Creative Algorithms

3.2.6

Anti form

Inspired by the “Memphis” Italian design group started by Ettore Sottsass, Youngwon’s collection
illustrates highly contrasted colours and a mixture of carefully selected materials with a strong visual
intensity. Drawing upon the post-modernist, anti-formalistic approaches in design, it encompasses
inventive leather handling and dyeing techniques as well as the original addition of interchangeable heels.
At the same time, vigorous endeavours were undertaken to restrain indulgence and maintain the balance
of the overall design.

(3.2.6)
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Dr. Percy Lau
13th March 1989, Chinese
Central St. Martins College of Art and Design, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Nuclear Styling Assistant

3.2.7

Seeing is believing?

During the summer Percy designed and made a set of transparent mahjongs. When four people play
mahjong, the focus of the game is not the mahjong anymore, but the tension and suspicion between
players. From this idea, Percy began to question herself about what “transparency” means. Is “seeing”
truly “believing”? How does transparency affect what we see? Inspired by various artists such as Dalí,
Hyungkoo Lee and Stelarc, the collection wants people to doubt the reality of what they see.

(3.2.7)
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Dr. Cat Potter
25th December 1985, British
Cordwainers at London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
General Inspirationalist

3.2.8

Pernilla

The starting point for this collection was the artist Ricky Swallow who very successfully manipulates
wood into delicate forms. The viewers perception of a material is changed through the skillful carving
of wood. Cat Potter’s shoes step out of the traditional footwear context blurring the lines between footwear
and artifact. Grounded in a unique interpretation of architecture and sculpture, the pieces are sophisticated
and elegant sculptural forms made from different types of wood (walnut, sapele and pear) that trace the
silhouette of the foot on the inside, diffusing its profile on the outside.

(3.2.8)
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Dr. Vaibhav Singh
21st June 1986, Indian
Accessories Designer, India
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Geophysical Inspiration Specialist

3.2.9

Ornaments of a warrior

The world of wars, warriors and weapons have always been a source of inspiration for creative minds to
work on their concepts and come out with some innovative prototypes, write-ups, artworks and paintings.
Different parts of the world have used a huge variety of weapons during the medieval period. It is almost
impossible to pin down all of the various weapons used by man in ancient times. These warriors’ weapons
coming from different parts of the world were a source of inspiration for Vaibhav to develop his prototypes.

(3.2.9)
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Dr. Melissanthi Spei
25th October 1989, Greek
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Abstract Creativity Lab Researcher

3.2.10

Beautiful is just another degree of terrible

The aim of Melissanthi was to study how social and cultural everyday life issues can be translated within
the fashion context, also helping her evolve through the exploration of her Greek cultural heritage.
The collection shows the transformation of a modern citizen into a Carnival daemon presenting the need
of the modern man to escape back to his roots, with the cow bell sound used to awaken the forces of nature
and disperse the evil. The new interpretation of Carnival values and symbolism are used as a medium to
suggest solutions through the use of unconventional materials.

(3.2.10)

Errata corrige

Photo by Nikolas Ventourakis
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Dr. Ana Rajcevic
26th November 1983, Serbian
Accessories Designer, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Polynomial Soul Modelization Lecturer
Winner of ACCESSORIES Collection of the Year ITS 2012

3.2.11

__________

A collection of five sculptural headpieces exploring the fluid concepts of identity-construction and selfrepresentation. The collection is focused on peeling-off layers of identity, stressing the fragile nature of self
and our own conceptions of who we are in relation to the world around us. Elegant and visually striking
headwear covering the entire space for eyes represents the unknown, a raw, faceless desire awaiting to be
unleashed. Underneath the surface lies a face that cannot see and cannot be seen. Instead, the viewers are
invited to search for beauty in the hidden corners of their own imagination, a beauty yet to be discovered.

(3.2.11)
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Fig 13. Curved space transformation (creative hole) and ITS persistency representation

4.1
ITS 2013

The jewelry paradox and its mathematical implications
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“SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS is proud to continue its support
for emerging young design talent at ITS 2013. The competition
inspires and gives opportunity to young designers around the
globe to present their work and have it evaluated by leading
professionals in their chosen field.
It also continues Swarovski’s long established mindset of nurturing tomorrow’s design stars today in order to discover new and
innovative design solutions.
In line with the competition’s vision, ITS participants are challenged to create something truly outstanding that will impress
the panel of renowned jurors. Swarovski, with its long tradition
of collaboration with world-class designers and leading international fashion and design schools underlines and strengthens the
goals of the ITS project.”

Fig 14.
Ute Schumacher

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS
Vice President Trend and Design Center Wattens
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Nuclear Cristallographic Analysis Teacher, Head of Theoretic
Jewelry Departement

4.2

ITS Jewelry
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ITS Jewelry

Launched in 2011, ITS 2013 will feature once again the
jewelry competition in partnership with SWAROVSKI
ELEMENTS, the premium brand for the finest crystal
elements manufactured by Swarovski.
If there is a field in the fashion world where young talents
are almost completely unknown, this is certainly jewelry.
There is an incredible amount of young jewelry designers out
there - coming from dedicated schools, specialised courses,
or independent designers - working on their own small productions or hoping to be supported and work for big brands.
ITS JEWELRY is meant to highlight the most promising
among them and give them the same level of support provided with the fashion and accessories competitions.
The 10 finalists - selected among entries arriving from 39
different countries - represent at its best the use of creativity
in contemporary jewelry design. All contestants were required

to present a special project for SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS
thinking of iridescence, rainbow colors, shimmer, sparkle,
reflection, transparency, nature, technology, new materials,
metallics, crystal.
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS provided a special selection of
colors and shapes from which the participants were free to
choose for their designs. Finalists will compete for the
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Jewelry Award which will grant
the winner a cash prize of €10,000 and a 6-month internship.
Swatch, the iconic Swiss watch manufacturer now celebrating 30 years, is the new partner of ITS JEWELRY and will
involve the selected jewelry finalists in a special project.
The winner of the Swatch Award, assigned by Swatch evaluating the special project submitted, will receive €5,000
and will have the opportunity to collaborate with the brand.

Fig 15. The first I. T. A. (Inspiration and Trends Accumulator)
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Dr. Milko Boyarov
30th September 1989, Bulgarian
National Art Academy Sofia, Bulgaria
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Micro Dreamology Specialist

4.2.1

Magma skin

Milko has always been inspired by the wealth of nature’s forms and shapes. For him lava is one of the most
fascinating of nature’s elements - its constant flux and change, its forms and colours, its awe-inspiring
power and mesmerizing beauty. His jewelry collection was inspired by the shapes formed by the flow and
solidification of lava. His goal was to create objects which give the impression of amorphous lava, flowing
and solidifying onto a woman’s body, adapting and underlining her movements and poses.

(4.2.1)
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Dr. Marie Cabirou
20th May 1989, French
Institut Français de la Mode, France
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Nuclear Dreaming Theorist

4.2.2

Ephemeral collection

The Spine Collection was inspired by skeletons. The main idea was to link their graphism, structure and
movement. It is minimalist in the way that the whole project is done with one type of element repeated
over and over. It led Marie to link intrinsically the shape with the material. She constructed using linear
elements as if she were drawing in three dimensions. For the collection photoshoot, the jewels are lighted
up in reference to the abyssal creatures.

(4.2.2)
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Dr. Anabela Chan
12th March 1984, British
Royal College of Art, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Creative Superconductors Researcher

4.2.3

Beauty and the beast

Anabela’s collection is about the symbiosis of beauty and the bestial nature in all things. She has
created new imaginary hybrid species of exotic floras and fauna that are seductively beautiful, yet at
the same time evoke a sense of danger and repulse. After all, the most beautiful creatures in nature are
often the most deadly, too.

(4.2.3)

Errata corrige
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Dr. Lili Colley
20th April 1975, British
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Creative Inspirational Astronomer

4.2.4

Geo deco collection

Lili was inspired by light. There is a great energy as the sun shines in the day and when lights glow in the
dark. Light changes shapes, reflecting and refracting as it moves. As the jewelry pieces move, light catches
the coloured layers of material which absorb its energy, enhancing the colours and glowing brightly, in a
couple of pieces also thanks to the use of LEDs. She worked hard with the materials to obtain a great finish,
to give it a polished, shiny, glassy effect and topped it with brass to enrich it and make it shine like gold.

(4.2.4)

Photo by Lee Kirby assisted by Sarah Winton
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Dr. Sarah Ysabel Dyne Narici
29th September 1990, Italian
Central St. Martins College of Art and Design, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Inspiring Cryogenics Researcher

4.2.5

Future curiosity

Sarah’s collection explores a fictionalised society living outside of our planet’s parameters in the year
2050, yet maintaining a foetal-like attachment to mother Earth. The nostalgic sentiment will be explored
through the creation of portable cabinets of curiosity. Similarly to the original cabinets of curiosity, her
capsule-like objects celebrate humanity in contemporary society. Inspired by sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s
identification of social classes, the portable cabinets explore whims and tastes of different social tribes.

(4.2.5)

Photo by IM studio
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Dr. Yun Chin Hsu
11th August 1980, Taiwanese/Canadian
Royal College of Art, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Fluid Mechanics of Inspiration Researcher

4.2.6

Humanity

Yun Chin’s collection is about the aesthetic and attraction of fears. The focus is on the concept of masks.
In many cultures people wear a mask to scare evil away, so the masks are decorated with the frightening
images of the wearer’s fears. The aim was to combine this idea with the tradition of the Venice mask
such as the “moretta”, the “volto” and the “jester”. People wear masks to hide their identities and to live
different lives.

(4.2.6)

Photo by John McGrath
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Dr. Rayya Valerie Morcos
3rd June 1981, Lebanese
Jewelry Designer, Lebanon
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Docent in Creative Systems

4.2.7

Shadow dancers

Architecture being part of her education and passion, Rayya tends to show that in her creations by building
instead of designing in a three-dimensional structural way. In this collection the feminine parts of the
woman’s body, the neck and shoulders, are interpreted in a skeletal aspect making it look like a ribcage or
fish bones. Vertical sheets of laser cut copper or wood transform an organic sensual shape into a structured
edgy mould, disturbingly beautiful and masochistic all the while.

(4.2.7)
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Dr. Marilena Siamptani
26th July 1988, Cypriot
London College of Fashion, UK
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Applied Artistic Lecturer

4.2.8

Bilateral symmetry

The natural world is an information sourcebook of behaviour, function, colour and shape which can inspire
visual design and invention. Marilena’s work attempts to examine organic forms, deriving from a vast
research on microbiology. She had the opportunity to meet with biologists who helped her in her research
by giving her access into their laboratory and demonstrating how their equipment is used. Her challenge
was to base her research mainly on diseased cells like bacteria, fungi or cancer cells to discover that
beauty, grandeur, mystery and danger are nature’s messages.

(4.2.8)
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Dr. Takahiro Ueno
25th November 1985, Japanese
Universitat fur Angewandte Kunst Mode am Institut Fur Design, Austria
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Algebraic and Tensorial

4.2.9

It’s better to burn out than to fade away

Takahiro researched Renaissance ladies’ hairstyles and mixed them with second-hand grunge t-shirts.
A feature of Renaissance hairstyle is the mixture of hair braiding and jewelry. Jewelry is often braided
with hair and the braids make beautiful patterns on the head, turning the hairstyle itself in actual jewelry.
To create that feeling, Takahiro used special braiding techniques and braided the second-hand grunge
t-shirt strips with Swarovski Elements and industrial golden rings.

(4.2.9)
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Dr. Shimrit Zagorsky
26th February 1987, Israeli
Shenkar College of Engineering and Design, Israel
PHYSICS OF CREATIVITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Computational Creativity Theorizer

4.2.10

Urban tribe

Shimrit’s collection is a mix of colour-manipulated, readymade and handcrafted string work.
The collection references the tribal trend that has been going on for a long time in the fashion world,
adding her own personal point of view as a city girl and creating a new urban tribe look. On the one hand
she is using Swarovski Elements and plastic gems and chains together with make-up brushes to
create a strong runway look mixing the plastic and the material world with a tribal feel, on the other she is
using hand painted strings to create a modern, crafty look.

(4.2.10)
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